
Fleet Side Table,
Large/low, Jurassic Green
Marble

£395 Regular

£336 Membership

Available in

Fantasy Brown Jurassic Green

Product details

This Fleet side table has a green marble top and
single brass leg for a sculptural feel, and its
weighty base secures it firmly in place. We love
it grouped together with its versions in Fantasy
Brown and white marble to create an interesting
contrast of heights and textures. It's inspired by
the tables found at 180 House.

•  Green marble top
•  Variations in the marble make each piece
unique
•  Brass leg
•  Marble sourced from India
•  Inspired by 180 House

Dimensions

Product dimensions: H46 x W50 x D50cm / H18.1 x
W19.7 x D19.7"

Product weight: 17.2kg / 37.9lbs

Packaged or boxed dimensions: H63 x W87 x D30cm /
H24.8 x W34.3 x D11.8"

Packaged or boxed weight: 21.6kg / 47.6lbs
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Details

Assembly required: Yes
Care instructions: Clean with water using a cloth
or sponge. Marble is a material
to be clean with extreme delicacy: it is porous
and can absorb
liquids resulting in stains. Poliform surfaces are
treated with a
special anti-stain and anti-oil product;
nonetheless, spills of
wine, coffee, lemon, vinegar and other products
containing
aggressive agents must be wiped up immediately. To
maintain
surfaces in good condition, a regular treatment
with typical
products for cleaning and maintenance of marble,
ensuring that
these products are neutral and specific for the
finish of your
marble glossy or polished. Do not under any
circumstances use
abrasive or aggressive products, acidic
detergents, bleach,
abrasive paper or steel wool.
Clearance: 42cm
Feet: Felt
Finish: Antique Brass, Polished Marble top and
honed Marble base
Frame: MDF and Iron
Hardware: Stainless steel upright
Material: Jurassic Green Marble, Banswara White
Marble, MDF, Stainless Steel and Iron
Removable legs: Yes
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